
BankMed explores the latest developments in the world of trade through two main forums 

In line with its objectives to continuously adopt the latest in Internet technology and 

developments in financial markets, BankMed organized two customer events at the Four 

Seasons Hotel in Beirut. Both events were attended by a large number of the Bank’s clients.  

The first event entitled, “On-Line Trading Platforms,” took place on October 21st. This event 

aimed at familiarizing the clients, who are interested in on-line trading, with BankMed’s trading 

platforms and products. The event provided attendants with the feel of the platforms which 

enable users to trade on a 24-hour basis. BankMed’s Executive General Manager, Mr. 

Mohamed Ali Beyhum, welcomed the guests and gave a short speech reasserting the Bank’s 

incessant efforts to remain up-to-date and introduce diverse cutting-edge technological 

advancements in banking and trade. Following Mr. Beyhum, Mr. Ahmad Alwan, Head of 

BankMed Foreign Exchange and Treasury Marketing, gave a presentation on the on-line 

platform which showed the system’s features and the products offered. The event was 

concluded with a cocktail and demo presentations that enabled the guests to get a first-hand 

experience of BankMed’s platform.  

The second event entitled, “Hedging the Chinese Renminbi,” took place on November 7th. The 

event focused on the Chinese market and the gradual development of the Renminbi into an 

international currency addressing the queries and interests of clients who import from China. 

During this forum, clients were introduced to strategies that allow them to hedge their 

Renminbi exposure. The event commenced with a welcome note by Mr. Mohamed Ali Beyhum, 

the Bank’s Executive General Manager, and featured a presentation on China by BankMed’s 

Chief Economist and Head of Research, Dr. Mazen Soueid. In his presentation, Dr. Soueid gave 

an overview of the Chinese economy, tackling the ever increasing Chinese international 

presence and role in the global market and touching upon the Chinese-Lebanese trade 

exchange that has lately recorded significant growth, where Chinese imports currently rank 

third in the Lebanese market. Mr. Ahmad Alwan, Head of BankMed Foreign Exchange and 

Treasury Marketing, gave a presentation on Chinese FX markets, elaborating on the newest 

advances and underscoring the benefits of settling imports in CNY instead of USD. This would 

allow Chinese exporters to offer special discounts to their global clients. At the end of the 

seminar, BankMed held a cocktail in honor of the present participants. 

These seminars are another clear manifestation of BankMed’s continued efforts to keep its 

clients updated on the recent developments in trade and banking, hence granting them the 

favorable opportunity to successfully create fruitful business enterprises. 


